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Abstract—In this paper, an AgileDARN (Agile Dual Auroral Radar Network) radar echo classification
method based on support vector machine is proposed. AgileDARN radar echo includes ionospheric
backscattering echo, meteor echo, noise interference, etc. With the continuous operation of AgileDARN
radar, the amount of data increases rapidly, requiring eﬃcient and reliable classification methods. In
order to eﬃciently classify the echoes of AgileDARN radar, this paper proposes an echo classification
method based on support vector machine. By analyzing the characteristics of the autocorrelation
function (ACF) of the sampled data and extracting the features, the support vector machine (SVM)
classification method is adopted to classify AgileDARN echo into ionospheric backscattering echo,
meteor echo, and noise interference. The data analysis shows that the classification accuracy of training
data set is more than 99%, and that of test data set is more than 95%. Using this classification model
to classify 1800 echo data of AgileDARN radar, the classification accuracy is more than 91% compared
with the result of manual interpretation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The AgileDARN radar is a new generation SuperDARN radar with an all-digital design. SuperDARN
radars are widely distributed in the northern and southern hemispheres for ionospheric plasma and
irregularities detection [1]. AgileDARN radar, like SuperDARN radars, operates at high frequency bands
of 8–20 MHz, emits multi-pulses, and obtains backscattering echoes from plasma and irregulars in the
ionosphere [2, 3]. Echo signals received by AgileDARN radar mainly include ionospheric backscattering
echo, meteor echo, various noise interference echo, etc. [4–7]. Ionospheric backscattering echo is mainly
the backscattering of plasma and irregularities in the ionosphere, and it can be used to study ionospheric
convection, ionospheric and magnetospheric coupling, and other space science problems [1]. Meteor echo
is the echo formed by radar signal reflected by ionized wake formed by meteoroid entering the earth’s
atmosphere. Meteor trials are driven by atmospheric neutral wind and drifts; therefore, meteor echo
can be used to invert atmospheric neutral wind and further study scientific problems such as tides and
planetary waves [8, 9]. All kinds of noise interference are useless signals received by AgileDARN radar
and need to be removed. It can be seen from the above analysis that the classification of AgileDARN
radar echo is of great significance for subsequent research. For the convenience of discussion, the
ionospheric backscattering echo is called the ionospheric echo, and all the echoes except the ionospheric
echo and meteor echo are called noise.
Many previous studies on SuperDARN radar echo classification have been done. For ionospheric
echo classification, Baker et al. proposed a classification method for ionospheric echoes based on
doppler velocity and spectral width, and considered the echoes with doppler velocity greater than
30 m/s and spectral width greater than 35 m/s as ionospheric echoes [10, 11]. Andre et al. proposed a
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SuperDARN radar echo classification method based on spectral width, ACF phase deviation, and power
deviation based on autocorrelation data of SuperDARN radar echo [12]. Blanchard et al. proposed
a method of extracting ionospheric echoes using doppler velocity and spectral width combined with
probability density function [13]. In addition, many scholars have carried out ionospheric classification of
SuperDARN radar echo by using longer multi-pulse sequences [14], developing higher-precision spectral
analysis methods [15], using ray tracing technology [16], analyzing complex signals in the scattering
region [17], and analyzing the amplitude and phase of multi-pulse signals [18]. Meteor echoes were first
discovered by Hall et al. in SuperDARN radar echoes [7]. Since then, many scholars have carried out
research on meteor echo extraction algorithms based on SuperDARN radar. Hussey et al. proposed a
method of extracting meteor echoes based on doppler features [7, 8, 19]. Tsutsumi et al. presented the
method of raw time series analysis to detect meteor echo [20, 21]. Parris put forward a modification
of the SuperDARN radar hardware to use digital receiver with flexible filtering, then, the meteor echo
is extracted by time profile [22]. The above ionospheric and meteor echo extraction methods can be
used eﬀectively to extract ionospheric and meteor echoes from SuperDARN; however, both are timeconsuming work even for experts in the field. For the continuous operation of AgileDARN radar, the
amount of data is constantly increasing, so more reliable and eﬃcient data classification methods need
to be considered.
In order to achieve eﬃcient and automatic classification of AgileDARN radar echo, this paper
proposes an echo classification method based on support vector machine (SVM). Firstly, the
Autocorrelation Functions (ACF) of each beam and each range gate are obtained by calculating the
Autocorrelation of IQ data sampled by radar; secondly, the characteristics of ACF of meteor echo,
ionospheric echo, and noise are analyzed, and the characteristics of each echo are extracted. The data
are divided into training data set and testing data set, and then, the training data set is used to train
the SVM to get the classification model. The testing data set is used to generalize the model. Finally,
the classification model is used to classify the data of AgileDARN radar.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the calculation method of ACF
and discusses the characteristics of the ACF of meteor echo, ionospheric echo, and noise. Section 3
discusses the classification method based on SVM and gives the classification results. Finally, the paper
is summarized.
2. ACF CHARACTERISTICS OF AGILEDARN ECHO
2.1. Calculation Method of ACF
AgileDARN radar is a digital phased array radar, comprising two Twin Terminated Folded Dipole
(TTFD) antenna arrays. The main array is a linear array composed of 16 antennas, which has the ability
of transmitting and receiving, and the interferometer array is a linear array composed of 4 antennas
with receiving capability only. The main array can generate 24 beams through beam synthesis, covering
a field of view of 78◦ , and each beam is composed of 75 slant range gates. The maximum detection
range can be 3555 km. AgileDARN radar transmits pulse signals and samples the echo signals to obtain
orthogonal IQ data, and through autocorrelation calculation, the autocorrelation function (ACF) of
each beam of each slant range gate can be obtained [23, 24]. Doppler velocity, spectral width, and
backscattering power can be calculated by fitting the ACF [3].
Assuming that the g sampling voltage of the radar receiver at time t is V , then
V (t, g) = I (t, g) + iQ(t, g)

(1)

where I represents the real part of receiver sampling, and Q represents the imaginary part of receiver
sampling. AgileDARN radar periodically emits multi-pulse sequences, which are unequally separated
in time by integer times of the basic delay interval, so the ACF is
R (τ, g) = V (t, g) V ∗ (t + kτ0 , g)

(2)

where τ0 stands for the basic delay interval, k the delay number, τ the delay time, and asterisk the
complex conjugate.
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AgileDARN radar usually emits multiple multi-pulse sequences to improve the signal-to-noise ratio,
and the average ACF can be obtained by averaging multiple pairs of sampled complex voltage values
R̃ (τ, g) =

N
1 ∑
V (t, g) V ∗ (t + kτ0 , g)
N

(3)

n=1

where N represents the number of multi-pulse sequences transmitted. The amplitude and phase of the
ACF can be obtained from Equations (4) and (5):
√
2 (τ, g)
A(τ, g) = R̃I2 (τ, g) + R̃R
(4)
ϕ (τ, g) =

R̃I (τ, g)
R̃R (τ, g)

(5)

In this formula, R̃R (·) refers to the real part of the ACF, and R̃I (·) refers to the imaginary part of
the ACF. It can be seen from Equations (4) and (5) that the amplitude and phase of the ACF can be
determined by the real and imaginary parts of the ACF.
When AgileDARN radar is observing the ionosphere, the signal emitted by the radar is a typical 8
pulse sequence unequally spaced [2]; pulse width is 300 µs; the basic delay interval is τ0 = 1500 µs; lag
k = 23; and slant range gates G = 75 after autocorrelation calculation. All of the IQ data sampled by
AgileDARN radar are calculated by autocorrelation to obtain R̃(τ ).
2.2. ACF Characteristics of Ionospheric Echo
Figure 1 shows the real and imaginary parts, amplitude and phase of a typical ionospheric echo mean
ACF [25]. As can be seen from Figure 1(a), the real part of the ACF has a maximum value at zero lag,
and the imaginary part of ACF is zero at zero lag. Both real and imaginary parts decay in amplitude
with increasing lag. Figure 1(b) shows the amplitude of the ACF, which attenuates with the increase
of the lag, exponential fitting or Gaussian fitting is generally selected for the amplitude fitting [26].
Figure 1(c) shows the phase of the ACF without unwrapping.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Characteristics of ACF of ionospheric echo.
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2.3. ACF Characteristics of Meteor Echo
The meteor echo is usually in the near slant range of the AgileDARN, usually within 400 km [7]. The
initial sampling distance of AgileDARN radar during ionospheric observation is 180 km, and each slant
range gate is 45 km. Five range gates correspond to a distance of 405 km; therefore, the echo data in
the 5 range gates is selected during meteor echo screening. Figure 2 shows the power characteristics
of meteor echo, corresponding to the 4th range gate with slant range of 360 km. It can be seen from
the figure that the power of meteor echo gradually increases. Figure 3 shows the characteristics of the
ACF of the meteor echo in Figure 2. Figure 3(a) shows the real and imaginary features of the meteor
echo ACF. Figure 3(b) shows the amplitude characteristics of meteor echo ACF. Figure 3(c) shows the
phase characteristics of the ACF of meteor echo, which shows a trend of linear change.

Figure 2. Characteristics of meteor echo power.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. ACF characteristics of meteor echo.
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2.4. Feature Extraction of ACF
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 analyze the characteristics of the ACF of ionospheric echo and meteor echo, from
which it can be seen that the real and imaginary parts of the ACF of ionospheric echo are cosine
oscillation attenuation and sinusoidal oscillation attenuation. The real and imaginary parts of the
meteor echo ACF attenuate linearly. The echo whose ACF does not satisfy these two variation trends
is noise. It can be seen from Equations (4) and (5) that the amplitude and phase of radar echo can
be calculated by the real and imaginary parts of the ACF; therefore, the real and imaginary parts of
the ACF can determine whether the echo of AgileDARN radar is ionospheric echo, meteor echo, or
noise. Figure 4 shows the real and imaginary characteristics of the ACF of typical ionospheric echoes,
meteor echoes, and noise. Figures 4(a1), (a2), (a3) show the characteristics of the real and imaginary
parts of the ionospheric echo. It can be seen from the figure that although some points deviate, the
overall trend is still cosine oscillation attenuation and sinusoidal oscillation attenuation. Figures 4(b1),
(b2), (b3) show the characteristics of the real and imaginary parts of meteor echo. Figures 4(c1), (c2),
(c3) show the real and imaginary features of noise. It can be seen from the figure that the real and
imaginary parts of the ACF of noise have completely lost the real and imaginary features of the ACF
of ionospheric echo and meteor echo, and most of the points are invalid data points.

(a1)

(b1)

(c1)

(a2)

(b2)

(c2)

(a3)

(b3)

(c3)

Figure 4. Real and imaginary features of AgileDARN radar echo ACF.
3. CLASSIFICATION METHOD BASED ON SVM
Support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning algorithm for classification, regression, and
estimation [27]. In the classification domain, SVM can map data to high dimensional space and
transform complex classification problems into simple linear separable problems. To deal with
classification problem by the concept of margin, the margin is defined as the minimum distance between
the decision boundary and any samples. In the SVM, the boundary with the largest boundary is selected
as the decision boundary, and the points located on the hyperplane of the maximum boundary in the
feature space are called the support vector. The determination of model parameters of support vector
machine is essentially a convex optimization problem [27].
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SVM trains the algorithm by maximizing the separation distance between the categories. Assuming
that there are N groups of data, the support vector machine is to solve the optimization problem of the
following equation [28]:
∑
1
ξi
min ω T ω + C
2
i=1
(
)
st. di ω T ϕ (xi ) + b ≥ 1 − ξi ,
N

(6)
ξi ≥ 0

where ω represents the weight, b the bias, xi the data vector, ξi the relaxation factor, and C the
penalty factor. Here the training vector xi maps to a higher dimensional space with the function ϕ,
and the SVM finds a linearly separable hyperplane with the largest boundary in the higher dimensional
space. Generally, the penalty factor C is a parameter greater than 0, which means that some training
data points are allowed to be incorrectly classified, so that the algorithm has better generalization
performance. The kernel function can be expressed as K(xi , xj ) ≡ ϕT (xi )ϕ(xj ), and the weights and
biases are optimized by maximizing the boundaries.
SVM is used to classify data as follows: 1) Normalize the training data and testing data to make
the data between [−1, 1], so as to ensure the consistency of numerical range and avoid the feature of
larger numerical value aﬀecting the feature of smaller numerical value; 2) Since the characteristics of
ionospheric echo, meteor echo, and noise are obvious and linearly separable, the linear kernel function
is selected in this paper; 3) Input normalized data into SVM for training to obtain classification model;
4) Use test data to verify the classification model. The data processing flow is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Data classification process flow chart based on SVM.
(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Training data set and testing data set classification results.
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The real and imaginary parts of RawACF data of AgileDARN radar were incorporated into the
data set. The pulse sequence of AgileDARN radar was 8 pulses with unequal intervals, and there were
23 delays after autocorrelation calculation. The data set composed of real and imaginary parts had 46
dimensional features. 2500 echoes were selected, and the noise, ionospheric echo and meteor echo were
labeled as 0, 1, and 2, respectively. 60% of them were randomly selected as training data set and 40%
as testing data set. In order to avoid the influence of randomness, we use the training data to train the
SVM for 10 times and select the model with the highest training accuracy, so that we can obtain the
best classification model of SVM.
(b1)

(b2)

(b3)

(b4)

(b5)

(b6)

Figure 7. Classification results of each group of testing data sets.
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Figures 6(a), (b) show the classification results of training data sets and testing data sets. It can
be seen from Figure 6(a) that the classification accuracy of SVM is 99.5% for ionospheric echo, 99.8%
for meteor echo, and 99% for noise. Figure 6(b) shows the classification results of testing data by using
the trained SVM model, from which it can be seen that the classification accuracy of ionospheric echo,
meteor echo, and noise is 97.6%, 97.3%, and 96%, respectively. To further verify the generalization
performance of the model, the testing data were further randomly divided into 6 groups, and the
confusion matrix obtained is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from Figures 7(b1), (b2), (b3), (b4),
(b5), (b6) that the classification accuracy of each group of testing data is above 91%. However, it should
also be seen that a small part of noise is still identified as ionospheric echo or meteor echo, which may
be due to the failure to include all possible noise data during the SVM training. The advantage of the
algorithm proposed in this paper lies in the use of machine learning algorithm to automatically classify
AgileDARN radar echoes and extract meteor echoes, ionospheric echoes, and noise from them.
In order to verify the actual classification performance of the algorithm in this paper for AgileDARN
radar data, 1800 echo data of AgileDARN radar are classified. The confusion matrix of classification
results is shown in Figure 8. As can be seen from Figure 8, the classification accuracy of ionospheric echo
is 95.6%; the identification accuracy of meteor echo is 100%; and the identification accuracy of noise is
79.3%. It can be seen that the algorithm proposed in this paper can realize automatic classification of
AgileDARN radar echo.

Figure 8. AgileDARN radar actual data classification results.

4. CONCLUSION
AgileDARN radar is a high-frequency radar for detecting ionospheric plasma and irregularities. In the
radar echo, in addition to the ionospheric echo, there is also a meteor echo at the near range gate.
In order to classify AgileDARN radar echoes and extract ionospheric and meteor echoes from them,
a reliable and eﬃcient classification method is needed for a large amount of AgileDARN radar data.
Therefore, an automatic echo classification method based on support vector machine is proposed in
this paper. Firstly, the calculation method of ACF is analyzed, and the characteristics of ACF of
ionospheric echo, meteor echo, and noise are extracted. Then, according to the data set of the ACF of
feature extracting, divided into training data and testing data sets to train and test SVM, the training
data set of ionospheric echo, meteor echo, and noise of the classification accuracy is more than 99%. In
order to verify the generalization performance of the algorithm, the testing data were randomly divided
into 6 groups. The classification accuracy of ionospheric echo, meteor echo, and noise is more than
91%, showing good classification accuracy and generalization performance. Finally, in order to verify
the performance of the algorithm, 1800 echo data of AgileDARN radar are classified. Compared with
manual interpretation, the classification accuracy of ionospheric echo is 95.6%; 4.4% meteor echo is
still wrongly classified as noise; the classification accuracy of meteor echo is 100%; and the classification
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accuracy of noise is 79.3%. Among them, 12.6% of the noise was incorrectly classified as ionospheric echo,
and 8% of the noise was incorrectly classified as ionospheric echo. To further improve the classification
accuracy, one possible method is to add a recall option. Echoes that are diﬃcult to classify are selected
from the dataset, which allows large data sets to be divided into smaller data sets. It is easier to classify
small data sets using a set of support vector machine classification methods with diﬀerent weights and
biases, which can further improve the classification accuracy.
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